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ABSTRACT Myosin-VI is a dimeric isoform of unconventional myosins. Single molecule experiments indicate that myosin-VI
and myosin-V are processive molecular motors, but travel toward opposite ends of filamentous actin. Structural studies show
several differences between myosin-V and VI, including a significant difference in the light-chain domain connecting the motor
domains. Combining the measured kinetics of myosin-VI with the elasticity of the light chains, and the helical structure of
F-actin, we compare and contrast the motility of myosin-VI with myosin-V. We show that the elastic properties of the light-chain
domain control the stepping behavior of these motors. Simple models incorporating the motor elastic energy can quantitatively
capture most of the observed data. Implications of our result for other processive motors are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Besides muscle contraction, various isoforms of myosin are

involved in cytoskeleton rearrangement, adhesion regula-

tion, transport, and stereocilia repositioning (1–4). Single-

molecule experiments show that myosin-V and myosin-VI

are dimeric molecular motors that travel processively on

actin filaments (1,5–15). Several lines of evidence suggest

that these motors move via a hand-over-hand mechanism

where the motor domains take regular steps of ;30–36 nm

(5–8,10–17). However, there are several differences between

myosin-V and VI. While myosin-V processively travels

toward the plus (barbed) end of F-actin, myosin-VI travels

toward the minus (pointed) end (17–21). The step-size

distribution of myosin-VI is also broader than myosin-V,

indicating that myosin-VI takes irregular steps (10). In this

article, we compare and contrast the biophysical properties

of myosin-V and -VI using a unified mechanochemical

model. We show that the elasticity of the light-chain domain

and the helical geometry of the actin binding sites ultimately

determine the preferred step size. Using a simplified kinetic

scheme based on an earlier model of myosin-V (22), and a

worm-like-chain (WLC) model for the light-chain domain,

we compute the force-velocity relationship and the step-size

distributions of myosin-VI. Implications of our result for

other processive molecular motors are discussed.

Atomic structures of myosin-V and -VI monomers have

been solved (19,23–26). The monomers contain a head

(motor) domain, a converter, and a light-chain domain.

Comparing the x-ray structures shows that there are three

major structural differences distinguishing myosin-VI from

myosin-V. First, there is an insert (;50 residues) in the

converter domain of myosin-VI, which reverses the swing-

ing motion of the light-chain domain (1,3,4,13,18,19,27).

Second, there is only one calmodulin-binding IQ motif

in the light-chain domain of myosin-VI (1,3,4,19), instead

of six in myosin-V (9,27–29), although the converter do-

main binds calmodulin as well (30). Third, the IQ motif is

followed by a proximal tail region (;83 residues) which

appears to be an unfolded coiled-coil (10,11). In this article,

we shall refer to the IQ motif and the proximal tail region

combined as the light-chain domain of myosin-VI. Rock

et al. (10,11) extensively examined the proximal tail region

and concluded that it is flexible, and allows the motor

domains to extend much further than a closed coiled-coil.

Rock et al. (10,11) proposed that the light-chain domain acts

as a soft spring, thus allowing the binding of 30–36 nm actin

sites. These structural studies form the basis of the present

model and ultimately explain the step-size distribution of

myosin-VI.

Modeling of dimeric myosins largely followed two meth-

odologies. Method One models the processive movement as

a sequence of reactions characterized by reaction rate con-

stants (13,31). To explain experimental data, fitting of rate

constants is usually required. Method Two models the

energetic landscape of the dimeric motor and use experi-

mental kinetic data for the monomers to parameterize the

model (22,32). Approximate structures of the motors are in-

corporated. Emphasis is placed on how the elastic energy of

the motor complex modifies the rate constants. Regular steps

and substeps are outcomes of the model (22). With the ad-

ditional assumption that ADP release is gated by external

force, the hand-over-hand mechanism emerges. Experiments

on myosin monomers have shown that ADP release is indeed

affected by load forces (6,9,33–35), although there is some

controversy regarding which motor domain is rate-limited.

Recently, we used Method Two to model the movement of

myosin-V (22). This article follows the same methodology,

but a slightly simpler kinetic scheme is used. Three-di-

mensional geometry of the motor binding sites and the elastic
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properties of the light-chain domains are incorporated. The

computational results explain the broad step-size distribu-

tions of myosin-VI and the observed dwell times (13).

The general framework presented here is also applicable to

other dimeric motors such as kinesin and dynein although the

detailed parameterization depends on the biophysical prop-

erties of those molecules. Thus, the presentation focuses on

the general framework first; the specific parameters are given

in the Appendix.

METHODS

Motions of molecular motors can be understood within an energy landscape

framework where the motor energy depends at least on two variables, E(j, s).

The value j denotes the conformational variable: it describes the movement

of protein structure as it responds to thermal fluctuations or other external

forces. The value s denotes the chemical state of the proteins: it describes

whether the motor domains are bound to actin and the nucleotide occupancy

of the catalytic sites. Each motor domain can be in any of 10 possible states:

the F-actin bound states are A.M.E, A.M.T*, A.M.T, A.M.DP, and A.M.D;

the actin-free states are M.E, M.T*, M.T, M.DP, and M.D (36–38). There-

fore, the total number of chemical states of the dimer is 100. For dimeric

motors, j should reveal any possible structural asymmetry in the dimer. For

the present treatment, we use four variables: j ¼ (u1, f1, u2, f2), labeling

the directions of the light chain in motors 1 and 2, respectively (see Fig. 1).

Experiments have not measured the myosin motor energy as a function of

the conformational variables. However, a simple model can capture most of

the important features of myosin-V and -VI. We write the dimer energy as

E ¼ E0ðu1; f1; s1Þ1 E0ðu2; f2; s2Þ1 Elðu1; f1; u2; f2; z;FÞ:
(1)

Here E0(ui, fi, si) is the monomer energy as a function of its conformation.

This energy depends on the chemical state of the monomer, si, and contains

information about the magnitude and direction of the power-stroke. The

value El is the elastic energy of the light-chain domain linking the two motor

domains. Since it is an elastic energy, it is not a function of the motor

chemical states. However, it does depend on the forces coming from the

motor monomers. More precisely, the motor domains provide boundary

conditions, (u1, f1, u2, f2), on the possible conformations of the light chains.

When both motors are bound, El also depends on the relative separation of

the binding sites, z (see Fig. 1). When a single motor is bound, El is only a

function of the bound motor conformation. Lastly, any externally applied

load force F also affects the light-chain conformation.

Without performing any computations, one can see that Eq. 1 predicts an

asymmetrical structure when s1 ¼ s2 ¼ A.M.D. In this state, both motor

domains would like to have the same conformation and will tend to orient

(u1, f1) and (u2, f2) in the same direction. However, El resists such

geometries. Solving for a global optimal which is equivalent to mechanical

equilibrium will reveal that (u1, f1) 6¼ (u2, f2).

Transitions between the chemical states are specified by rates ksi/s9i . In

principle, the transition rates are functions of the conformational variables

(ui, fi). Indeed, this dependence gives rise to gating, where one of the motor

domains appears to release ADP faster than the other. Physically, gating

arise from the dependence of the catalytic activity on enzyme conformation.

In purified protein experiments with motor monomers, the measured rate

constants correspond to reaction rates at monomer conformational equilib-

rium, (u0(s), f0(s)). In the present treatment, we do not include all the

chemical states. Rather, a simplified kinetic scheme is used (see below). The

simplifications do not adversely affect the results.

Given the energy landscape and the reaction rates, the dynamics of the

dimer can be obtained from a Langevin equation or a Fokker-Planck equa-

tion (40). In most situations, conformational fluctuations are much faster

than changes in the chemical state such as hydrolysis and binding to actin.

Therefore, the reactions are not diffusion-limited and the waiting times of

conformational changes can be neglected. The Fokker-Planck equation be-

comes equivalent to a master equation where the rate constants are functions

of the motor conformation given by the overall energy (41). In the following

subsections, we discuss the detailed specifications of the myosin-V and VI

energy and rate constants.

FIGURE 1 A cartoon depiction of myosin-V and myo-

sin-VI. (A) Conformations of myosin-V can be described

by (u1, f1, u2, f2, z). The light-chain domains connecting

the motor domains are described by a semiflexible rod

model. The joint, r6, is free to bend and rotate. (B) Con-

formations of myosin-VI are described by in a similar

manner with the same variables (not shown). The proximal

domains between r2 and r6, and r92 and r6, are soft. They

are modeled by a worm-like-chain model.
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Simplified kinetic model

Our previous model of myosin-V included all 100 chemical states (22).

However, it was found that each motor goes through essentially the same

cycle of chemical states (shown as the red path in Fig. 2), although the

phases of the cycles are different. In the present treatment, we simplify the

problem by considering the rigor state (A.M.E), the actin-detached state

(M.DP), the actin-attached state (A.M.DP), and the post-power-stroke state

(A.M.D). Thus, the total number of states is reduced to 42 ¼ 16. We will

show that this simplification captures the dominant dynamical pathways of

the motor, and can quantitatively explain the observed data.

As emphasized earlier, the transition rates between the chemical states

depend on the motor conformation, ksi/s9i ðui;fiÞ. More precisely, since the

relaxation of motor conformation is rapid, rates depend on the dimer

equilibrium conformation given by Eq. 1. For given occupancies of the

catalytic sites, the dimer equilibrium conformations, (ui, fi), are obtained by

solving

@E

@ui

¼ 0 and
@E

@fi

¼ 0: (2)

The dimer equilibrium conformation is different from the monomer equilib-

rium conformation, (u0(si), f0(si)). The rate constants at monomer equilib-

rium conformation have been measured for myosin-V and myosin-VI. As

before, we use the measured data to parameterize ksi/s9i ðui;fiÞ.

A.M.E ! M.DP

This simplified step actually describes transitions through A.M.T*, A.M.T,

M.T, and M.DP. The conformational dependence of ATP binding has not

been measured. Since ATP binding depends on the openness of the binding

pocket of A.M.E state, a dependence is expected. Conformational depen-

dence of ATP binding in myosin-VI has been observed (39). We describe the

dependence by a sigmoid function constructed using a combination of tanh

functions. At the middle of the sigmoid, the rate constant depends expo-

nentially on ui. We also assume that the rate is independent of fi. The

function is

kA:M:E/M:DP ¼ k
0

A:M:E/M:DP

3
tanh½e1ðui � u0ðA:M:EÞ1 D1Þ�1 1

tanh½e1D1�1 1
; (3)

where k0
A:M:E/M:DP is the measured binding rate at conformational equi-

librium. The function is designed so that kA:M:E/M:DPðu0ðA:M:EÞÞ ¼
k0

A:M:E/M:DP. For myosin-VI the parameters are D1 ¼ �7� and e1 ¼ 7.

These parameters are not optimized, but are estimated to qualitatively

reproduce experimental data. For myosin-V, the rate-limiting step is actually

the loose to tight binding of ATP, A.M.T* / A.M.T. The overall rate is

somewhat insensitive to ui.

M.DP ! A.M.DP

This step describes myosin binding to actin. Since we are modeling

processive movement, binding of the free motor domain to actin occurs

while the other motor domain is already bound. The binding step involves

the diffusive search of the free motor domain, and in principle, all the

available binding sites, including backward sites, are possible for binding.

Note that this diffusive search is not free diffusion, because positioning the

free motor domain at different sites results in different conformational

energies. For myosin-V, the light-chain domain is relatively stiff. For

myosin-VI, the light-chain domain is soft and flexible. Binding to F-actin is

controlled by the elastic energy in the light-chain domains, given by Eq. 1.

The conformational energy shifts the equilibrium between the bound and

unbound states. We incorporate this change in the binding rate constant by

writing kM:DP/A:M:DP ¼ k0
M:DP/A:M:D:Pi � e�DE=kBT, where DE is the energy

change before and after binding to F-actin,

DE ¼E0ðu91; f91;A:M:�Þ1 E0ðu92; f92;AM:DPÞ
1 Elðu91; f91; u92; f92; z;FÞ � ½E0ðu1; f1;A:M:�Þ
1 E0ðu2; f2;M:DPÞ1 Elðu1; f1;FÞ�; (4)

where (u91,f91, u92, f92) are the equilibrium conformations of the dimer after

both motor domains are bound to F-actin. Before binding to actin, only one

of the light chains bears the load force and E1 is a function of (u1, f1) only.

Because this energy difference is a function of z or the distance between the

bound motor domains, the binding rates to the available sites are different.

This leads to preferential binding to 36-nm site for myosin-V, and 30-nm site

for myosin-VI.

Note that this specification of binding rate already contains the timescale

associated with the diffusion of myosin monomer. This timescale is

estimated by k0
M:DP/A:M:D:Pi. The exact numerical dependence of the rate on

DE is related to the energy landscape associated with this step. The form

used here assumes that the transition state energy is increased by the change

in elastic energy, DE. This form is also equivalent to a mean first-passage

time analysis where the reaction rate is proportional to e�DE=kBT. Our earlier

model used a general form kM:DP/A:M:DP ¼ k0
M:DP/A:M:D:Pi � e�lDE=kBT,

where l is between 0 and 1. The value l ¼ 1 is consistent with the assump-

tion that the energy of the transition state is dominated by the elastic energy

of the light chains.

A.M.DP ! A.M.D

This step describes phosphate release after hydrolysis. We assume it is inde-

pendent of conformation: kA:M:DP/A:M:D ¼ k0
A:M:DP/A:M:D.

FIGURE 2 The simplified kinetic cycle in a myosin monomer. There are

actually 10 possible chemical states. In the present treatment, this is reduced

to four. In the motor dimer, both monomers can proceed through these states.

The rate constants are regulated by the elastic energy, and are functions of

the motor conformations.
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A.M.D ! A.M.E

This step describes ADP release, which has been shown to be a sensitive

function of conformation. Following our earlier model, we use a combina-

tion of tanh functions, similar to the ATP binding step,

kA:M:D/A:M:E ¼ k
0

A:M:D/A:M:E

3
tanh½e2ðui � u0ðA:M:DÞ1 D2Þ�1 1

tanh½e2D2�1 1
;

(5)

where for myosin-VI, D2 ¼ 0.5� and e2 ¼ 100; for myosin-V, D2 ¼ 15�
and e2 ¼ 6. At the preferred conformation u0(A.M.D), the rate equals to the

equilibrium ADP release rate k0
A:M:D/A:M:E.

In these specifications of reaction rates, the out-of-plane angle f does not

influence the rate constants. In reality, myosin-V mutants with shorter light

chains process more quickly than wild-type, suggesting that f has an in-

fluence on the rate (27). We have not considered a more complicated rate

function.

The reverse reaction rates are all obtained from the detailed balance

condition. Since the total energy of the dimer is known via Eq. 1, the reverse

reaction rates are given by, for instance,

ks1/s91

ks91/s1

¼ exp½ðEðu1;f1; u2;f2; s1; s2Þ

� Eðu91;f91; u92;f92; s91; s2ÞÞ=kBT�; (6)

where (u91, f91, u92, f92) is the equilibrium conformation for the state (s91, s2).

Given our specifications of the forward rates, the reverse rates are unambig-

uously defined. We see that the overall motor energy changes (or regulates)

the reaction cycle in each motor domain. This regulation introduces a

phase difference in the two reaction cycles and ultimately explains motor

processivity. The implementation of these rate constants in a master equation

model is described in more detail in Appendix B.

Motor energy

In this section, we describe how we compute the overall elastic energy of the

motor. This energy is important for obtaining the dimer equilibrium

configuration for each state and the rate constants. First, the energy of the

motor monomers is given by E0(ui, fi, si). A simple but sufficient way to

model E0 is using harmonic functions,

E0ðui;fi; siÞ ¼
1

2
kðsiÞðui � u0ðsiÞÞ2 1

1

2
k9f

2

i 1 cðsiÞ; (7)

where k(si), k9 are the moduli of in-plane (along the actin filament) and off-

plane bendings. In our model, these parameters are fitted to obtain results

consistent with experimental data; the numerical values are summarized in

Table 1. However, as we emphasized earlier, the flexibility of the motor

domains is crucial for obtaining an asymmetrical conformation when ADP is

in both motor domains. These parameters may be measured from

experiments or computed from molecular dynamics simulations. The value

u0(si) indicates the equilibrium conformations of the myosin monomer.

Here, we assume at the equilibrium conformation, fi ¼ 0. The equilibrium

conformation of the monomer is a function of its chemical state. Due to

structural differences in the converter domain, the equilibrium conforma-

tions of myosin-V are also different from myosin-VI. The values we have

used are given in Table 2 in the Appendix. The last constant in Eq. 7, c(si), is

not fitted. This constant represents the energy difference between monomer

equilibrium conformations and can be obtained from monomer kinetics data

(36,38) via detailed balance conditions:

cðsiÞ � cðs9iÞ
kBT

¼ ln
k

0

si/s9i

k
0

s9i/si

 !
: (8)

The remaining energy is the elastic energy of the light-chain domain, which

has different morphologies in myosin-V and myosin-VI. In myosin-V, the

light-chain domain is an a-helix, decorated by six IQ motifs where

calmodulins can bind. Since calmodulins protect the helix from water, the

domain is expected to be folded and stable. In a separate study, it was shown

that bending persistence length of an a-helix is ;100 nm (45). With the

bound calmodulins, the light-chain domain is probably stiffer. Our earlier

treatment considered only in-plane bending explicitly. Here, we develop the

elastic model more fully. In myosin-VI, the light-chain domain has one IQ

motif but the converter domain also binds calmodulin (30). The remaining

proximal region of the light chain (;83 residues) is mostly unfolded and

extended (11,13). Taking these structural facts into account, we use two

different forms of El.

For myosin-V, we treat the light-chain domains as two elastic rods with a

completely free joint in between. The elastic energy can be written as

El ¼
1

2
kBT

Z lc

0

ds +
3

i¼1

lpiv
2

i ðsÞ; (9)

where lc is the light-chain contour length, vi is the ith torsion angle, and i

ranges from 1 to 3. The values lp1 and lp2 are the bending persistence lengths

in two principal bending directions. The value lp3 is the twist persistence

length. If lp1 ¼ lp2, then the rod is isotropic. For myosin-V, the persistence

length of the light-chain domain is unknown. Here, we find that an anisotropic

rod model is necessary; the values are summarized in Table 1. Since there are

six IQ motifs, we compute the light-chain energy using a discrete form of Eq. 9,

El ¼
1

2
kBT +

N�1

n¼1

Ds +
3

i¼1

lpiv
2

i ðnÞ
� �

; (10)

where Ds is the segment size and N– 1 indicates that there are N – 1 joints

along the rod and N¼12. (Note that since the joint between the light-chain

domains is free, lp1 for the 6th joint is zero. There is no bending or twisting

energy for this joint.) For each segment, we define a local frame (e1(n), e2(n),

e3(n)), specifying the orientation of the nth segment in three-dimensional

space. The skewed symmetric rotation matrix connecting the adjacent

segments is defined as

Rijðn; n 1 1Þ ¼ eiðnÞ � ejðn 1 1Þ; (11)

where Rij is an element of the rotation matrix R(n, n11). This allows us to

define the torsional angles vi(n) using the relations

Vðn; n 1 1Þ ¼ lnðRðn; n 1 1ÞÞ
Ds

; (12)

Vijðn; n 1 1Þ ¼ +
3

k¼1

eijkvkðnÞ; (13)

where ejk is the permutation symbol. The three-dimensional position of the

nth segment is obtained by

TABLE 1 Miscellaneous parameters used in the model

Symbol Description

R Radius of actin filament, 5.5 nm.

Dz Size of actin monomer, 5.5 nm.

lm Length of the myosin motor domain, 6 nm.

lp1 Bending and twist persistence length of myosin-V light-chains

(lp1 ¼ 150 nm, lp2 ¼ 400 nm, lp3 ¼ 400 nm).

a Bending persistence length of myosin-VI proximal tail, 0.9 nm.

Ds Length of a single IQ motif, 5.0 nm.

L Length of myosin V IQ motifs, 27 nm.

Length of myosin VI converter plus IQ motif, 10 nm.

l Total length of one proximal tail, 29 nm.

Processivity of Myosin-VI 4005
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rn ¼ +
n

m¼1

Ds e3ðmÞ: (14)

If there is an external force applied at the joint between the light-chain

domains, then the energy becomes

El ¼ El � F � r6: (15)

We assume F is parallel to F-actin, although any F can be modeled.

Given the elastic constants (lpi), the light-chain energy is a function of its

boundary conditions. The boundary conditions are determined by the

orientation of the first segment and last segment, (u1, f1, u2, f2), and the

location of the second motor domain with respect to the first one. We treat

the actin filament as a helical rod, and there is a one-to-one mapping between

the interhead distance z and the location of the binding sites. Details of this

relationship are given in Appendix B.

For myosin-VI, the elastic energy of the IQ motifs can be modeled in the

same way as Eq. 9, except that the contour length is much shorter. In

between the IQ motifs is the soft proximal tail region. We model the total

elastic energy of the light-chain region as

El ¼
1

2
kBTDs +

3

i¼1

lpiv
2

i 1 +
3

i¼1

lpiv9
2

i

� �
1 Et 1 E9t ; (16)

where the first term is the elastic energy in the first and last set of IQ motifs.

Since there are two calmodulins in each light-chain domain, there are two

joints, described by torsion angles vi and v9i. The remaining part is the

proximal tail energies, Et and E9t, which are given by a WLC description.

Since the position of the IQ motifs are known, we define x¼ jr2 – r6j, where

r2 and r6 are the end of the IQ motif and the joint between the domains (see

Fig. 1). The value x is the end-to-end distance of the WLC. The elastic

energy of one of the segment of the proximal tail is then

EtðxÞ ¼
Z x

0

dsf ðsÞ ¼ kBT

a

xl

4ðl� xÞ1
x

2

2l
� x

4

� �
; (17)

where f(s) is the worm-like chain force-extension curve,

f ðsÞ ¼ kBT

a

1

4ð1� s
l
Þ2

1
s

l
� 1

4

" #
; (18)

where l and a are the overall contour length and the persistence length of the

proximal tail, respectively (42–44). The energy of the other segment of the

proximal tail, E9t, has a similar form, except the end-to-end distance is

defined as x ¼ jr92 – r6j. Note that Et is essentially a quadratic function of

extension, x. Again, an external load will add a term to the overall energy in

the same fashion as Eq. 15. The light-chain energy and the positions of r2, r92,

and r6 are obtained by force balance (mechanical equilibrium). The light-chain

energy again depends on the boundary conditions and interhead separation,

and applied force (u1, f1, u2, f2, z, F). Having computed the light-chain

energy and the total energy, the equilibrium conformations of the dimer can

be computed by minimizing the total energy via Eq. 2. This allows us

to define rate constants and their dependences on external forces and z.

RESULTS

Motor energy and conformation as a function of
binding site

Binding of the free motor domain in our model occurs at

(A.M.D, M.DP) / (A.M.D, A.M.DP). The rate constant for

this step determines the step size, and the rate constant is

regulated by the DE, given in Eq. 4. Fig. 3 shows DE as

function of binding site for myosin-V and -VI under different

load force conditions. Since there are approximately two

possible binding sites for each z, we show the lower energy

binding site only. For myosin-V, there is a low energy

conformation at the 13th binding site (z ; 36 nm) and a local

minimum at the�13th binding site (z ;�36 nm). This im-

plies that the binding rate to F-actin is fastest for z ¼ 36 nm.

For myosin-VI, there is a much shallower well at z ¼ 30 nm,

corresponding to the 12th site. Therefore, the probabilities of

binding to 25 nm and 36 nm are comparable to binding to

FIGURE 3 The elastic energy difference of the motor dimer, DE, given by

Eq. 4. The dashed line is for F¼0.0 pN and the red solid line is for F ¼ 2 pN.

(A) Myosin-V shows large variations in DE and a low energy for z ¼ 36 nm.

This implies that the forward 36-nm step is preferred. The �36 nm step is

also possible, and becomes almost equally probable as the 36-nm step when

F ¼ 2 pN. (B) Myosin-VI has a softer connection between motor domains

and therefore DE shows a smaller variation. The 31-nm step is the preferred

binding site. The value�10 nm is the preferred backward step. When the

load force is 2 pN, the preferred binding site shifts slightly to 25 nm. In the

inset, we show the equilibrium extension of the proximal tail region, d ¼
jr2 – r92j, as function of interhead separation. The behavior of d largely ex-

plains the low energy conformation at z ¼ 30 nm. According to our model,

binding sites at 65 nm and 610 nm are also low in energy and therefore

small steps in these sites are possible.
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z¼ 30 nm. However, backward binding to z¼�30 disappears

and the lowest energy backward site is z ¼ 10 nm. This en-

sures that the net movement direction of myosin-VI is forward.

The observed behavior of DE for myosin-VI can be

explained by the helical structure of F-actin. The extension

between the IQ motifs, jr2 – r2j, is not a linear function of z.

This is shown in the inset in Fig. 3 b. Even though the 30-nm

binding site is quite far in z, binding sites such as 24 nm and

18 nm have a longer extension.

Loading at the joint, r6, between the light-chain domains

changes motor energy. For myosin-V, z-positions of the

favorable sites remain the same as the load force is increased.

However, the energies of 36 nm and�36 nm sites become

similar, suggesting that the probabilities of binding to those

sites become comparable at F ¼ 2 pN. At this load force, the

dimer can step either forward or backward, leading to no net

motion. The net binding rate at F ¼ 2 pN is also exponentially

smaller by a factor of ;e�7. For myosin-VI, the favorable

forward binding position shifts by 5 nm under load force

.1.0 pN. This has been observed in experiments (13).

An interesting feature in Fig. 3 is that 65 nm and 610 nm

binding sites are also favorable binding sites. Whether this is

actually occurring in experiments is controversial. Yanagida

and co-workers (46) have observed 5-nm steps in myosin-V

fixed to an AFM tip. Our model uses very simple descrip-

tions of the proximal domain. For instance, for small exten-

sions, WLC is not correct and factors such as the finite size of

the chains and excluded volume come into play. Thus, the

computed energies of 65 nm and 610 nm sites should be

regarded as estimates.

After binding to F-actin and phosphate release, the dimer

remains for a long period in the (A.M.D, A.M.D) state. In

this state, both motor domains are waiting to release ADP.

Fig. 4 shows the equilibrium conformations of the dimer, (u1,

f1, u2, f2), as a function of the applied load. We see that the

leading motor domain has a different geometry than the

trailing motor domain, indicating that the ADP release rate is

different. The trailing head releases ADP faster and therefore

the dimer processes forward.

The elastic model also allows us to explicitly compute the

forces transmitted between the motor domains. These results

can be used in conjunction with the measurement of force-

dependent kinetic in single monomers. Since the conforma-

tions of the motor domain is defined by (ui, fi), transmitted

stress is also a torque. For instance, the torque in the u1 direction

is computed by

tu1
¼ � @

@u1

Elðu1;f1; u2;f2; z;FÞ; (19)

where the derivative is taken at the dimer equilibrium

conformation. The forces acting on the motor domain can

also be computed by taking the derivative of the energy with

respect to the motor domain position. For myosin-VI, since

the IQ motifs are stiffer than the proximal tail, the torque is

;tu1
� fðjr6 � r2jÞ3 r2, where the magnitude of the ex-

tension force jfj is given by Eq. 18. Our model predicts that

the leading head and trailing head experience dramatically

different forces and torques, especially when their separation

is large. For example, jfj for the leading and trailing heads is

;5 pN at zero load force and z¼ 30 nm. However, as the load

force increases to 2 pN, the force on the trailing head de-

creases to ;3 pN while the force on the leading head remains

essentially constant. These different forces and torques ulti-

mately lead to very different kinetics.

FIGURE 4 The equilibrium conformations of myosin-V

and myosin-VI dimer. Here, the equilibrium (u1, u2) of

the dimer are plotted for the (A.M.D, A.M.D) state. The

monomer equilibrium conformation is the dashed line. For

myosin-V, the conformations are fairly independent of the

load force. For myosin-VI, most of the conformational

difference occurs in the leading head.
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Force-velocity relations and dwell times

Fig. 5 shows the force-velocity curve for myosin-V and

myosin-VI. The myosin-V prediction is shown together with

the experimental data under saturating [ATP]. Under low

force (,1.0 pN), stepping velocity is not sensitive to the

applied force, and is within the reasonable range of 400 nm/s

; 500 nm/s. Between ;1.0 pN and 1.5 pN, velocity drops

dramatically to ;100 nm/s. And for forces .1.5 pN,

velocity slowly approaches to zero. The stall force from our

model is ;2.5 pN. Beyond the stall force, there is a small

negative velocity until ;3 pN.

The behavior of the force-velocity curve can be rational-

ized by examining the rate-limiting steps. Under low load

force, the rate-limiting step is the trailing head ADP release

;15 s�1. As the force increases beyond 1.0 pN, F-actin

binding rate becomes comparable with ADP release, and

both contribute to decreasing velocity. When the load force

is .1.5 pN, F-actin binding becomes rate-limiting and the

movement slows and stalls. Here, backward binding is equally

probable as well.

The force-velocity curve for myosin-VI has a different

behavior. While the maximum velocity at zero load force

is comparable to myosin-V, our model predicts that under

certain nucleotide conditions (ADP added), the velocity

decreases with increasing load, with no plateau regions. The

predicted stall force is, however, quite high, near 2.2 pN. The

lack of a plateau region is explained by the competition

between ADP rebinding and ATP binding at the A.M.E state

(13). ADP rebinding rate is affected by the load and becomes

comparable to ATP binding rate. This slows down the motor.

Stall is reached when binding to actin becomes rate-limiting.

From the stochastic trajectories, it is possible to obtain

the statistics of dwell times between steps. Indeed, the force

velocity relation is approximately the average step size

divided by the average dwell time. Note that dwell times

between steps is not equivalent to dwell times between states

since the motor can be in several states before stepping.

Dwell times of myosin-VI have been measured. Our model re-

sults are shown in comparison with the experiments in Fig. 6.

The experimental result shows a sharp change in the dwell

time at high [ATP], high load force, and no [ADP]. The

model result shows a much slower change. The explanation

of this result has to rely on a more sophisticated model of the

light-chain elastic energy. The WLC model can only be an

approximation to the actual mechanical behavior of the

proximal tail. WLC also assumes that the contour length is

infinite when compared to the persistence length, and gives

zero extension at no load force. This is clearly unrealistic.

FIGURE 5 Computed force-velocity curves of myosin-V and myosin-VI.

(A) The myosin-V result is compared with the experimental measurements

of Uemura et al. (7). (B) Myosin-VI force-velocity relationship has a

different behavior. Instead of a plateau in the velocity, the speed decreases

monotonically with increasing force. This results from competition between

ADP rebinding and ATP binding, which depend differently on the load

force.

FIGURE 6 The dwell time before taking a step as a function of the load

force is shown for [ATP] ¼ 2 mM, [ADP] ¼ 0 mM (solid line and circles);

[ATP] ¼ 1.5 mM, [ADP] ¼ 1 mM (dotted line and triangles); and

[ATP] ¼ 100 mM, [ADP] ¼ 0 mM (dashed line and squares). The symbols

are measurements from Altman et al. (13). The model results are in reason-

able agreement, although for high [ATP] and no [ADP], the agreement is

poor. This is a limitation of the WLC model.
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Nevertheless, the model qualitatively captures the observed

dwell times at higher [ADP].

At higher [ADP] concentrations, due to competition be-

tween ADP rebinding and ATP binding, the velocity becomes

a smoother function of the load force. This is also consistent

with the force-velocity curve.

Step-size distributions

Our model, combined with a kinetic Monte Carlo scheme,

allows us to compute trajectories of dimer stepping. The com-

putational procedure gives continuous time results whereas

most experimental apparatus has a finite time resolution of

;10�3–10�6 s. Therefore, we perform some averaging with

an interval of dt ¼ 10�5 s (windowing). If both motor do-

mains are bound to F-actin for .dt ¼ 10 ms, we define the

difference between neighboring average positions as the step

size. Fig. 7 shows the distributions for myosin-VI.

Step-size distributions of myosin V are essentially un-

changed from our earlier model. There is a large peak at

36 nm for all load forces. This is a consequence of Fig. 3.

Backward steps and substeps are also seen. The relative

FIGURE 7 (A) Trajectories and step-

size distributions of myosin-VI under

different load conditions. The ATP con-

centration is 2 mM and no ADP is

present. Model results have essentially

infinite positional resolution. Therefore,

very small steps (5–10 nm) are resolved

and shown in the step-size distributions

as light shaded bars. In an experiment,

these steps may be indistinguishable

from stationary positions. (B) The av-

erage step size for the forward and

backward steps are shown as a function

of the load force. The experimental

results (symbols) are taken from Altman

et al. (13).
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probability of these steps would be functions of the load

force. The substeps have been explained before. Our current

model is consistent with the earlier predictions.

For myosin-VI, broader step-size distributions are ob-

served. Under low load forces, the peak in the distribution is

at ;31 nm. Increasing the force decreases the step size and

for force .1.5 pN, the peak step size becomes 26 nm. A

smaller peak at ;0–10 nm is also visible in the distribution.

The distribution is also broader. Since the free energy

differences between the sites are not large, the leading head

could attach and detach from unfavorable sites many times

before it finally finds a more favorable binding site. The

relative energy of Fig. 3 determines the width of the step-size

distribution in Fig. 7. Repeated attachment and detachment

in the presence of ATP was suggested by de la Cruz et al.

(47). The backward steps of myosin-VI only occurs at

;5�10 nm. At higher load forces, the peak at ;0�10 nm is

due to favorable binding energy to those sites. In experi-

ments, depending on the spatial resolution of the apparatus,

binding to these sites is difficult to observe. Here, steps due

to these binding events are marked with gray bars.

Larger steps (.50 nm) are observed for both motors.

These only arise after windowing with a time interval dt.
Rapid successive steps appear as a single step if there is finite

time resolution.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a unified mechanochemical model

to explain the processivity of dimeric myosin motors. The

helical structure of F-actin and the mechanical properties of

the light-chain domains are crucial for regulating proces-

sivity. In myosin-V, the light-chain domains are relatively

stiff, resulting in regular steps of 36 nm. When load forces

are applied, the regular step size does not change. In myosin-

VI, the light-chain domains, which contain a soft proximal

tail region, are floppy and act as entropic springs. The amount

of extension between the IQ motifs determines the stepping

behavior. Experimentally measured rate constants are used to

parameterize the model. Postulates of how the rate constants

depend on the motor conformation are made.

Stall force is a key measurable for motor proteins, and our

model provides an explanation for the observed stall force.

Ultimately, two factors are important. First, DE of Eq. 4

controls the probability of binding to the available sites.

When a load force is applied, the backward step eventually

becomes as probable as the forward step and the motor stalls.

Second, with increasing load force, DE also rises, implying

that the absolute rate of binding to F-actin also slows. Indeed,

DE can be interpreted as the transition state energy of

binding to F-actin and eventually, the barrier becomes

prohibitively high for binding. From an efficiency stand-

point, the second factor does not waste ATP near stall where

the first factor leads to futile hydrolysis of ATP. Our model

shows that the second factor is probably dominant for

myosin-V and VI near stall.

We note that the mechanical model introduced here is

simple and only approximates the complex protein elasticity,

although the model appears to capture most of the experi-

mental observations. According to the model, in addition

to the favorable binding sites at 36 nm and 30 nm, sites at

65 nm and 610 nm are also probable (Fig. 3). While there is

no concrete experimental evidence in favor of this ob-

servation, the resolution of experiments is such that ruling

out these small steps is difficult. We note that our model

lacks contributions from the excluded volume interaction

between the light chains. These interactions will raise the

energy of 65 nm and 610 nm sites and render them less

probable. Another possibility is that binding to F-actin

alters the structure of actin at 65 nm and 610 nm sites, and

thus the second head cannot bind to these sites. At present,

our model cannot rule out stepping to those sites (our

earlier treatment used a more approximate treatment of out-

of-plane bending and did not predict binding to 65 nm and

610 nm sites) and further investigation of this issue is

interesting.

Other models on dimeric motors are mostly based on some

proposed kinetic schemes. These models assume distinct

configurations, corresponding to a unique combination of

chemical state and conformation on the energy landscape.

Transition rates between configurations are typically postu-

lated. In our model, each chemical state can have a con-

tinuum of conformations, characterized by variables (u1, f1,

u2, f2). The energy landscape is constructed using simple

elastic models. The transition rates between chemical states

also depend on conformation which reflects experimental

observation. As such, the kinetic models can be considered

as subsets of models such as ours. We note that the number

of parameters in our model is not necessarily larger than

other models, but different biophysical measurements such

as bending elasticity of protein subunits are needed to estab-

lish the parameters.

The basic model framework introduced here is equally

applicable to other dimeric processive motors such as kinesin

and dynein, although for these systems, the details of the

model are likely to be more complex. Kinesin and dynein are

microtubule motors, implying that the number of accessible

sites for the free head is potentially much larger than that of

myosin-V and VI. Single-molecule experiments show that

kinesin seems to process on a single protofilament (48).

From our model, we see that the preferred binding site is

ultimately related to the elasticity of the connection between

motor domains. In kinesin, the mechanical properties of the

neck-linker are likely to be complex. In dynein, the connec-

tion between the microtubule binding domains containing

the hexameric AAA domain is bulky (49). The interaction

between the AAA domains is significant. Phenomenological

models of dynein have shown that the step size depends

on load force (50,51). The full explanation of dimeric
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processive motor proteins will depend on further under-

standings of the elasticity of protein domains.

APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS

The numerical values of the parameters used in specifying the dimer energy

is given in Tables 1–3. In this model, k and k9, u0(si), lpi, and a are estimated

to explain the experimental data. Other parameters in Table 1 are not fitted.

Table 4 shows the monomer equilibrium reaction rate constants, k0
si/s9i

.

These values are taken from kinetic data of de la Cruz et al. (36,38). Note

for A.M.E / M.DP, the rate is limited by ATP binding in myosin-VI,

but for myosin-V, this rate is limited by A.M.T* / A.M.T. We have used

the reaction rate from the limiting steps since most reported data are for

saturating [ATP]. This also implies that for myosin-V, this step is not sensi-

tive to the motor conformation.

Several constants, e.g., c(si) for M.DP state and the rate constant for

A.M.D / A.M.DP, are unavailable for myosin-VI. Most of the results are

reported for [Pi]¼ 0.0 mM. Therefore, these values are not important for the

reported results. In the tables, myosin-V values are substituted for myosin-

VI when appropriate.

APPENDIX B: COMPUTATION OF LIGHT-CHAIN
ENERGY IN MYOSIN-V AND MYOSIN-VI

From the geometry of F-actin binding sites, the positions of the protofil-

aments can be written as two helices. This implies that for each binding site

on each protofilament, we can write the approximate position of the con-

verter domain (joint between motor domain and light-chain domain) of a

bound motor domain as

u1;n ¼ ðR 1 lmÞcos
2npDz

P

� �
; ðR 1 lmÞsin

2npDz

P

� �
; nDz

� �

u2;n ¼ �ðR 1 lmÞcos
ð2n 1 1ÞpDz

P

� �
;

�

�ðR 1 lmÞsin
ð2n 1 1ÞpDz

P

� �
; ðn 1 1=2ÞDz

�
; (B1)

where u1, n and u2, n are the positions of bound myosin on site n of pro-

tofilament 1 and 2, respectively. R is the radius of F-actin and lm is the ap-

proximate length of the myosin motor domain. P ¼ 72 nm is the helical

pitch of F-actin and Dz ¼ 72/13� 5.5 nm is the size of actin monomer. The

value ui, n defines the initial position of the light-chain domain and (ui, fi)

defines its orientation. The total energy of the bound dimer is described in

the main text. To find the equilibrium (ui, fi), two methodologies are used:

Method One assumes that the light-chain domains and the proximal tail

region are in mechanical equilibrium; with this assumption, the equilibrium

conformation of the dimer can be obtained by force balance, or minimizing

the overall energy. Method Two makes no assumptions. A Monte Carlo

simulation is carried out for (u1, f1, u2, f2) and all the degrees of freedom of

the light-chain domain. From this simulation, the most probable conforma-

tion is called the equilibrium conformation. The energy of the dimer is given

by umbrella sampling of the free energy as a function of interhead sep-

aration. These methods yield essentially the same results. The results shown

here are obtained from Method One.

APPENDIX C: SOLUTION OF THE MODEL

Given the total dimer energy equation (Eq. 1), and the transition rates

between the states, the dynamics of the dimer can be computed using a

Fokker-Planck equation. This was carried out in our previous model of

myosin-V. However, conformational relaxation is much faster than transi-

tions between the chemical states. Under these conditions, the Fokker-

Planck equation can be simplified to a kinetic master equation. Therefore, we

simplify the description and define states on the energy surface using si and

the equilibrium conformations (ui, fi). For given chemical states (s1, s2),

interhead distance z (z¼ 0 for single head-bound state), and the load force F,

the equilibrium configuration is uniquely defined. A kinetic master equation

of the form

dP
dt
¼ K � P; (C1)

where P(t) is the vector whose ith element is the probability of being in the ith

state. There is a one-to-one mapping between i and (s1, s2) and the

conformation (u1, f1, u2, f2, z, F). The matrix of transition rates, K, are

defined by the rate constants specified in the main text, and depend on the

dimer equilibrium conformation. The monomer equilibrium rates used to

parameterize the model are summarized in Table 2. Since for the ith state, the

equilibrium conformation of the dimer is known and the total energy is

known, this unambiguously defines K. The total number of elements of P is

.4 3 4 ¼ 16. If ;13 possible binding sites are included, the number of

elements is 13 3 3 3 3 1 2 3 3.

The steady-state velocity of the motor dimer can be computed by setting

the left-hand side of Eq. C1 to zero. Alternatively, a stochastic trajectory can

be generated starting from Eq. C1. The algorithm is based on the method of

TABLE 3 Parameters used to specify myosin-VI monomer

energy E0(ui, fi, si)

s1 Identity k(si) (kBT) u0(si) (degrees) k9(si) (kBT) c(si)(kBT)

1 A.M.E 8.5 90.0 50.0 25(0.0)

2 M.DP 5.0 �10.0 50.0 16.1

3 A.M.DP 5.0 �10.0 50.0 12.7

4 A.M.D 10.0 75.0 50.0 �2.4

The value c(si) is unavailable for M.DP. We have used the same value as

myosin-V.

TABLE 2 Parameters used to specify myosin-V monomer

energy E0(ui, fi, si)

si Identity k(si) (kBT) u0(si) (degrees) k9(si) (kBT) c(si)(kBT)

1 A.M.E 20.0 10.0 100.0 25(0.0)

2 M.DP 16.0 �50.0 100.0 16.1

3 A.M.DP 16.0 �50.0 100.0 10.3

4 A.M.D 20.0 15.0 100.0 �2.4

The constants c(si) are obtained for [ATP] ¼ 1 mM, [ADP] ¼ 1 mM, and

[Pi] ¼ 1 mM. At other conditions, c(si) will change.

TABLE 4 Kinetic rate constants at monomer

conformation equilibrium

Myosin V Myosin VI

A.M.E / M.DP ;300 s�1 0.018 mM�1 s�1

A.M.E / A.M.D 12.6 mM�1 s�1 0.3 mM�1 s�1

M.DP / A.M.DP 4700 s�1 5000 s�1

A.M.DP / M.DP 14.4 s�1 200 s�1

A.M.DP / A.M.D 250 s�1 90 s�1

A.M.D / A.M.E 15 s�1 ;4 s�1

M.DP / A.M.E ;0 s�1 ;0 s�1

A.M.D / A.M.DP ;7.7 3 10�4 mM�1s�1 ;7.7 3 10�4 mM�1 s�1

Several rate constants for myosin-VI are unavailable; in these cases,

myosin-V values are used as estimates.
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Bortz et al. (52), and was described earlier. Many trajectories are computed

to obtain the average speed, step-size distributions, and dwell times.
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